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View of portion of yard and sawmill
Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Ltd., Port Alberni, B.C.
Photo by Leonard Frank.

Through cut on main line railway of
Franklin River operation.
Photo by Leonard Frank.
(Courtesy of Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Ltd.)
Fir-hemlock type
Cayuse Creek.
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Western hemlock.
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Sitka spruce
Nitinat Valley.
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Typical stand of scrub Hemlock-fir
found at the higher elevations in
the fir belt.
Photo by R.W. Hibbsen.
Stand of Hemlock.
Coleman Creek.
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Power Saw putting in
undercut on Douglas fir.
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(Courtesy of Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Ltd.)
Bridge crossing north fork of Coleman Creek - bottom of canyon to deck - 106 ft.
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End of steel of logging spur with view of timber. Coleman Creek.

(Courtesy of Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Ltd.)
View of felled and bucked timber.
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Showing character of country and Diesel slack line yard, making a cold-deck pile.
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(Courtesy of Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Ltd.)
1910 logging showing heavy stand of brush and alder, Compartment 4A.
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Compartment 4A.
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Bloedel Stewart and Welch logging operation
Alberni Canal, Compartment 178.
Photo by Photographic Survey.

Skidder settings Corrigan Creek,
Compartment 182.
Photo by Photographic Survey.
Looking east to northeast from Bugaboo (Mt. 9). This picture shows timbered hill tops which are characteristic of the Hemlock Belt.
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Looking east to southeast across Alberni Canal.
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Looking north across the San Juan Valley up Harris Creek and Lens Creek. This photo illustrates the steep and often rocky terrain typical in Douglas fir types.
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Northwest across the lower end of Hinchin Lake. The timber in this picture is chiefly Hemlock-Cedar and Hemlock-Balsam. Note the belt of flat, poorly drained, timber land along the coast at the extreme left.
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